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I live in North Woolwich in the Royal 
Docks, and work as a technical & 
building manager for a charitable 
theatre trust. For the last year I’ve been 
a volunteer on the Working Group for 
the Beckton & Royal Docks Community 
Assembly, helping to prioritise and 
support local projects, monitoring the 
progress of the improvements they 
bring. I’m passionate about improving 
Newham and making lives better.

Newham suffers from low quality council 
services with some of the worst recycling 
rates, highest air pollution and highest 
poverty rates in the country. Inequality is 
stark, with some of the poorest living close 
to some of the richest. As a private renter 
in a shared flat, I understand that renters, 
council tenants and leaseholders have all 
been having a tough time recently. It doesn’t 
have to be like this.

Millions of pounds of infrastructure 
funding that the council receives from 
developers is going unspent each year. 
This should be used for much needed 
improvements to our public spaces, 
green spaces, streets, affordable housing, 
community, sports & youth facilities. This 
borough can and should be so much 
better. Newham residents deserve better. 

As a Green mayor I would work tirelessly 
to ensure that Newham becomes a 
greener, cleaner, fairer, safer - BETTER 
place to live, work or visit.

newhamgreens@gmail.com

@newhamgreens

Newham Green Party

@newhamgreens
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cleaner newham
Reduce Fly-tipping: Free easy to book collections for bulky waste
Bin Collections: More consistent timetable with weekly recycling collections
Street Recycling: Dual litter bins on streets with recycling bins
Capacity: Introduce food waste recycling and ensure communual bins are big enough for 
the number of residents who use them

fairer newham
Accountability: A transparent council, held to account, working genuinely in your interests
Affordability: More affordable homes from unspent funding
No cuts: Fight against government cuts to local budgets and opposing cuts in Newham
Mental Health Services: Should be robust and support more people
Help Private Renters: Rent control proposals, and fair treatment for leaseholders caught 
in the Cladding & Fire Safety Scandal

safer newham
Cycling: Double the amount of secure parking for cycles 
From A to B: Create safe protected walking, wheeling & cycle routes
Youth Services: Meaningful activities and clubs to support a drop in anti-social behaviour
Streets & Roads: 20mph borough with robust parking enforcement, fairer permit scheme 
and a crackdown on pavement parking

Greener newham
Protecting: Green spaces and trees for biodiversity and wellbeing
Carbon Neutral: By 2030, warmer homes for lower bills and retrofit insulation schemes 
Water Points: At every station and across our borough, reducing single use plastic
End & Reverse Labour’s Closures: Save Newham City Farm, Save Stratford Circus - 
Community assets that serve all. STOP the Silvertown Tunnel! 

Rob’s Plan for a
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